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DEAR TELEVISION RETAILER/SERVICE PERSONNEL:

This issue of TECH BULLETIN comes your way through the courtesy of SIGNAL
MASTER LII\4ITED (Auckland) and your local Signal Master Distributor as a gift and it is
their way of introducing you to a set of practical, telwision 'application notes' which we all
hope you will find valuable.

Valuable enough that you will, on your own, enter your own subscription for TECH
BULLETIN for a year's period. A form to do this is found on page 38 at the back of this
issue.

The purpose of TECH B{ILLETIN is to share information; practical information created
to assistyou in making beffer TV installations when faced with a myriad of often new and
frequent$ complex problems. Each issue of TECH BULLETIN focuses on a single topic
and we use as much'space'as is required to treat the topic thoroughly and completely.
TECH BIILLETIN is not an advertising medium; it offers nothing for sale, accepts no
commercial sponsorship. It is available purely for its informational value.

Finding answers, correct answefis, to complex installation problems is a difficult task. Our
industry has no central data clearing house, maintains no reference library, and the good
efforts of ETSA not unnoticed, often seems more conperned with what a competitor is doing
than with what changes in technolory may do to us.

Many of the problems we face in New Zealand have previous$ been faced, and
conquered, elsewhere. Iv(y own data sources are world-wide and through TECH
BLILLETIN I do not hesitate to'tap'these sources when New Zealand might benefit.

I hope you will become a part of the regular TECH BULLETIN'famill.

Most sinceret5l, --- l)

@
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Weak Signal Reception Techniques

According to a study conducted by
TVNZ and BCL, approximate$ 60/o of all New
Zealandhouseholds remain beyond fringe for
television reception; ie., they are unserved by
TVNZ services. According to New Zealand On
,{ir (NZOA) more than}Oo/o of all New
Zealand households live in areas where TV3
service is not available. '

Yet New Zealand has near$ 500 TV
transmitter sites and more than 1,050 separate
TV transmitters to serve approximate$ 1.1
mffion households.

The model for New Zealand TV
transmission senrice originated in the UK where
the country was divided into service zones and
each zone was systematically filled in with main
and repeater transmitters situated to take
advantage of natural terrain elevations
overlooking concentrations of population. The
UK Plan began immediate$ after the cessation
of World War Two and initially relied upon five
band I VFIF charurels allocated for television.
As long as the only programming was from the
BBC, and, the BBC itself was limited to a pair
(2) of programming channels, the capacity of
the five television channels was (almost)
adequate provided each transmission and relay
site was carefully orchestrated with directional
transmit antennas and alternate site use of
vertical and horizontalpolanzafton. But as the
public's demand for alternate television services
grow, and the BBC was joined first by ITV and
then by a fourth service (channel4), it was soon
apparent the VFIF allocations could not provide
the charurel capacity to offer even four channels
to each household in the UK. Subsequently all
television was reallocated to UIIF (bands IV
and V) and in the process the original 1936ish
405 line standard television service was
modernized to the quasi-European 625 line
standard.

Why might this he of interest to New
Tnaland TY stockists/aerialists ?
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There is every indication virtually no
new transmitting sites will be developed in
the future. and almost as much certainty TV3
present transmitter siting will grow only
marginally (if at all) beyond those now on the
air or long planned. In addition to these trends,
we now have the introduction of additional new
(IJHF/bands [V and V) independent channels
of service which by their nature are like$ to
limit their service to the primary population
centres. Unlike the past where, when new
services were introduced, (TV2 followed by
TV3) viewers in more rural regions could
patiently await the extension of thess services
into their areas, the wait for additional
services in the future could be forever.

THE FUTLIRE IS LIHF
In the process of creating national

networks for TVs 1 and 2, and leaving channels
in-waiting for the promise of TV3, virtually all
VFIF (bands I and Itr) channels have been
taken. This will require new services such as
TAB to operate in the band IV and V
frequencies. IIHF, as an allocation for television
broadcast, is neither n€w nor undesireable; the
first IIHF television broadcasts were in North
America (1949) and shortly thereafter in the
IlK. IIHF is in fact a superior frequency regron
for television for a number of reasons.
including:

1) Smaller, more compact aerials for a
given amount of gain;

2) The opportunity to create sizeable
receiving antenna array gahtwith still
manageable physical size installations.

3) A'quieter' noise environment than
either bands Itr or I resulting in cleaner video
less affected by man-made interference.

4) Better transmitter linearity which
produces subjectively improved picture
definition.

5) The opportunity to create more
controlled transmit antenna coverage patterns
with higher ERPs (effective radiated powers)
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for a given amount of transmitting power. In the
case of New Zealand, with far fewer
transmitters sharing any given channel
nationwide, there will also be far less
co-channel interference at IJHF than at VFIF
although this situation could change in time as
the number of operating IIFIF transmitters
grows. As a practical matter, lacking co-channel
interference it will be possible for
stockist-installers to create sensitive, higlr gain,
long range reception antenna systems without
fear of picking up two or more stations on the
desired channel (see Tech Bulletin 9301 for a
discussion of co-channel interference phasing
techniques).

For the pluses of IJIIF, there are also
negatives when comparing IfHF to the
established VFIF coverage.

1) The typical (read average) television
tuner has a noise figure (level of sensitivit-v) at
UIIF which is rare$ better than 1/4th the
comparable sensitivity of the same receiver at
VHF. This means it may take 6 dB more sienal
at IJHF to produce a given video signal to
noise ratio as it does at V[IF. Another way to
look at this as an installer is to assume you may
require 6 dB-more receive antenna gain for a
IJHF channel as a VFIF channel arriving from
the same transmitting site if both VFIF and
IIHF transmitters operate with the same ERP
(hansmitter radiated power).

2) Transmissionllnelassgg at IIHF are
proportionatety higher at UHF than VHF;
typically 3 times as great at charurel 40 as at
channel2. Since transmission line
affenuation (signal losses) can be irreplaceable,
UIIF may cause installers to place (srgnal)
amplifiers where similar VHF installations
required no signal amplification.

3) Sienat prop4gation at UHF is less
predictable than at VHF; beyond line of sight
the signal tends to layer (horizontal
polarization) and pocket (vertical polarization).
This means the installer may find a serious$
degraded signal at roofline as he positions the

mast and antenna in a bracket; ultimatety
locating the missing but anticipated signal only
a metre higher (or lower, or, to the left or
right!). The installer may spend several extra
hours completing a {lHF installation.

4) Connectors at UHF are dangerous;
hard splices roulette. And moisture in a fitting
connection or downline a sure ticket for a
service call. Corosion from air contaminants
andlor moisture are problems at VFIF; at UHF
the customer will lose service sooner (ie., "The

connector didn't LOOK that bad!").
5) In the primary service region where

signal levels tend to be high, multi-path
(ghosting) can be significant at IIHF. Finding a
'clean' picture, especially when the
transmissions contain much text (such as TAB),
can be a chaflenge. This Tech Bulletin will deal
with these issues, and more.

SO MUCH BANDWIDTH / So Littte
Sisnal

If television were to launch today from
the present plateau of technolory, it would little
resemble our present 7(8) megahertz wide
spectrum-hungy analog fransmission scheme.
Arguabty, it would utilize FM rather than AM
for video modulation, place audio on FM
sub-carriers, and feafure digital compression of
video information squeezing as many as ten
separate video (+ audio) programmes into a
7(8) megahertzbandwidth. Alas, while the next
generation of satellite transmissions could
reflect these advances (and others not yet
announced), here on terra-firma we are forced
to make-do with a system designed for us in the
1950s. This is not to say we are stuck with
1950s reception techniques. Worldwide many
creative engineers have developed ways of fine
tuning our present terrestrial broadcasting
system to produce results inconcciveable 40 or
wen tenyears ago.

a) Bandwidth. Indirectly, the least
flexible aspect of our present telecasting systern
is the bandwidth. By spreading the modulation



information across a space of 6.105 megahertz
(including NICAM stereo), we are asking the
demodulator in the receiver to react to
information simulatenously spread over a
bandwidth as great as 6 AM broadcast bands
or more than half as wide as olu FM broadcast
band. krside this bandwidth we place four
totally independent modulation schemes; one
for the video definition, one for colour, one for
monoaural audio and finally one for stereo
audio. It is some wonder so manJ homes
receive as good pictrues as they do given
the haphazard nuillner in which this has
developed!

Anything we do in the attempt to take
such a signal offiair and deliver it in home
must not lose sight of the complexity of the
modulation schemes and extraordinarv
bandwidth involved.

b) Signal plus noise to noise. krside of
this 6.105 megahertz channel-width there is
noise. Turn offthe transmitter, leaving the
channel blank'and there is noise. You
can hear the hiss'in the speaker; you can see
the 'sno# on the screen. Dsconnect
the antenna transmission line; there is still hiss'
and'snow'. This tells us that while
the amormt of hiss and snow may have
diminished when the aerial was disconnected
not all of this noise is coming from outside the
receiver. Can the receiver be creating
noise???

Sadly, yes. Think about this. If a TV
signal is rated as good or excellent because of
the (complete) lack of noise, and the recEiver
itself creates noise, how much less signal
would be required for a good or excellent
picture if the T'V set created no noise?

Yes, noise (some noise) is endemic to
analog TV transmission. But the amount of
noise? Well, it can be reduced as we shall see.

NEXT TO NO NOISE
The answer to the question "flow

much less signal... " if there were no noise? In
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practical terms, most coverage areas would
double, reducing the number of transmitter sites
by SUo/o or mofe. This assumes coverage afeas
would also not be co-channel interference
limited(see Tech Bulletin 9301 in this series).

TV coverage schernss were cast in
1950s and 60s planning that led the way for
TVNZ to create the first (national) network.

Planners reacted to the technolory as it then
existed; state-of-the-art more than three
decades ago. What was that state-of-the-art?

1) Black and white transmissions

[colour was fimctional but not refined; PAL
was on paper, not in the airl;

2) Monoaural sound INICAM was not
even on paper];

3) Moderate transmittsr powers [this
was key; wen in North America transmitter
outputs greater than 10 kilowatts visual were
unusual];

4) High transmiffer maintenance [also
key since many New Zealand transmitter sites
would be in locations where frequent visits
would be dfficultl;

5) Uftr was experimental [also key as
serious plaming for IIHF use in New Zealand
was derailed by the earty IIHF myths; ie., it
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was very short range, transmitter fubes
lasted weeks rather than years, receivers were
unstable and consumer-troublesomel.

And the most critical technical restrictions
of the era:

6) Vfm receivers had front-end noise
figures in excess of10 dB best case or 15 dB
worst case while typical receiving antennas
were 3-5 dB of gain capable. Couple this to
high-loss transmission lines and the total lack of
masthead amplifiers ...

...andyou have the basis for the New
Zealarrdtelwision allocations scheme we now
ffierit. Ie : "a transmitter on everT mountain
top ... a chicken in every pot".

Earty receiver manufacturers found they
could improve fringe reception by narrowing
the TV receiver's IF bandwidth. Special fringe
models world wide reduced the IF to 60 or
7Ao/o of the total bandwidth because wheir the
bandwidth is narowed the total amount of
noise from outside the receiver, or that
generated inside the receiver, is reduced. Less
noise, better signal plus noise to noise ratios

GtNAm or SNR). They got away with this
'tweek'because transmissions were in black and
white and a reduction in definition (ie.,
bandwidth) was an appropriate trade-offfor a
reduction in noise. And as a practical mafier,
TV transmitters were not very linear resulting in
as much as 4oo/o of their assigned bandwidth
gorng unused anyhow. If no important
modulation information was there, why process
that part of the channel at the receiver? Allqf
this_would end with the introduction of colour.

The qystern we have inherited is the
natural progression from this foundation. Full
bandwidth came with better transmission
linearity; colour dernanded full bandwidth
capacity and great$ improved phase
relationships within the receiver. MCAM
pushed the bandwidth once agai4 with band I
and Itr MCAM actually centred inside the
lower sideband of the next upper channel. Our
cup overflowed.

Simultaneously the dernands on the
spectrum have multiplied;in WellingtorL for
one example, the Kaukau transmitter site
(channels 1, 5 and 11 horizontal) reaches
approximate$ 75o/o of area homes. 32
additional transmitter sites with 95
transmitters are required to bring three-channel
service to the remaining 25olo of the homes.
Nationwide, 495 transmitter sites populated
with nearty 1,100 transmiffers reach (according
to TVNZ,tsCL)94o/o of New Zealand homes;
TV3, not more than 80o/o of homes.

So while TV reception equipment
(antennas, downlines, masthead amplifiers and
the TV receivers themselves) are
three-decades-improved from the original
assumed engineering standards, the filling of the
spectrum with hundreds of low power ryf$)
relay (translator) trarxmitters has greatly
diminished the opportunity for installers to
extend reception into the new fringe areas now
possible with improved receiving equipment.

In a single sentence :

The improvements in reception
technology offers the opportunity for quality
reception at 507o greater distances than
thirty years ago; but the proliferation of
transmitters has so cluttered the airwaves
with co-channel interference that the limiting
factor now is olten not receive system
sensitivity but on @ (see
Tech Bulletin 9301 dealing with co-channel
interference phasing).

The technology to reach many of those
homes g4served by TVs 1,2 and 3 exists but
the application of this modern technology is
seldom practiced. This is the thrust of this
Tech Bulletin (9302).



HOW LOW CAI\ YOU GO?
Earlier was mentioned the theoretical

question of "how far could transmission ranges
extend if there were no receive system noise?".
The answer to be complete$ accurate
approaches inlinity; and is of little importance
since in practical terms it is not attainable. But
as an illustration of what can be done with
proper receive system engineering approaching
theoretical limits, it is a valid thought exercise.
It is important that installers not dismiss
distances of 150, 200 or even 300 kilometres as
nonsense until state-of-today's-art reception
techniques have been examined.

FIRST let's establish what today's
theoretical limits might be. Our on$
assumption is the lack of CCI or co-channel
interference as a limiting factor; you, the
installer, are bound only to respect the more or
less 6.105 MHz bandwidth of,the transmitted
slgnal. If CCI is a consideration, you should
read this in conjunction with Tech Bulletin
9301 (dealing with co-channel elimination).

a) NOISE FLOOR. In the absence of
co-channel, the limiting factor is noise; the
noise found inside of our to-be-received
bandwidth. That noise comes from two primary
sources.

1) Noise intercepted by the
receive antenna array and carried to the
receiver input terminals by the transmission line;
an4

2) Noise generated (and
amplified) inside of the receiver electronics;
whichyou should know is controllable, but not
totally unavoidable.

Ifyou select a modern, stock TV
receiver fresh from cartorl it will have a noise
Iigure (ie., a real number measuring its own
internal noise threshold). It may be dfficult to
find this number in the consumer-oriented
instructions so well note here what you would
read if you could find such a spec.

Noise Figure (df) in a today-installation
can be as low as 0.5 dB (IJHF g4th quality
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masthead) or as poor as 10+ dB (tlHF with no
masthead). Typical VFIF noise figures are 5 dB
for the TV set tuner on band I; 6 dB on band
m.

The noise power is sensitive to
bandwidth. One method of reducing the
apparent noise is to reduce the bandwidth of the
receiver (recall the fringe model TV sets with
IF bandwidths reduced for improved
performance). A receive system with a noise
figure of zero, desireable, is unattainable.

The TV set noise figure can be
markedty improved with a well engineered
masthead amplifier appropriate$ installed. The
noise figure of the entire system, not the noise
figure of the TV set alone, will detemine the
quality of reception possible. A low noise VHF
masthead amplifier (Apicafty with a noise figure
of 2 dB or less) has the ability to double (ie., 3
dB improve) the receive systern sensitivity.
Wet see why and how shortly.

b) NOISE LIMITING. hr the real
world, there is noise; the antenna system finds
noise (radiated by power lines, neon-signs,
neighbor's fishtank-heaters, electric-stock
fences, ad infinitum), and, the receiver
generates its own noise and having done this
dastard$ deed proceeds to ampliff that noise
(along with the antenna contributed noise) in
each successive receiver gain stage. Thus these
noise sources become the noise-hiss you hear in
the speaker and the dancing (snow) 'dots'and
'dashes'you see in the picfure.

So what are the practical limits of noise

limiting; ifyou reduce the noise contributing
elements to their attainable minimums, how
weak a signal can you use to produce a

d 1 5

B 1 0

5
N

F 0.5 dB 2 dB 5 dB 6dB l0 dB
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watchable TV picture? The answer is buried,
like the TV picture in the noise, under sweral
layers of variables. First well define picture
quality when the picture is marred by noise;
noise from any source.

Read the two photo captions here (right),
carefuty. The TV srgnal lwel (50 microvolts;
the same as -26 dBmv, or, 34 dBuV) is
constant; what changes is the noise figure of the
TV receiving system. The top photo is the
50 microvolt signal as displayed on a Ultr TV
tuner with a 10 dB noise figure. The bottom
figure is the same 50 microvolt signal when the
TV tuner is preceded with a 0.5 dB noise figure
masthead at the anterma.

Or, lefs look at this in another way.
Four illustrative oftscreen photos appear on the
facing page.

We have a single five elementyagr for a
distant channel9 and a 80 microvolt (-22
dBmV; 38 dBuV) slgnal going to a modern
TV set..The picture has a measured signal +
noise to noise ratio (SNR) of 16 dB (top left
photo, next page).

Now we replace the 5 elernent yagi with
a single ten elernentyagr. The signal lwel rises
to 110 microvolts (19 dB SNR).

Alas, the customer again wants a still
beffer picture so the antenna size is increased
again, to a paitof 10 element yagis and we add
a mast- head with a 2 dB noise figrre. Our net
gain will now be 2.5 dB for the double size
antenna, and, 3.5 dB for the low noise
masthead. The25 dB SNR signal (150
microvolts before the amplifier gain is included)
signal is at top right on the facing page.

The customer wants still more so we
graduate to 4 times l0 elements. The additional
2.5 dB of antenna gain increases the SNR to
21.5 (28) dB at a measured antenna signal level
of 22O microvolts (-13 dBmV/47 dBuV);less
the pre-amplifier voltage gain.

In the four ofF-screen photos, you can see
with your own eyes the positive differences

created by expanding the customer's antenna
systern from a single fwe elernenty4gi and no
masthead pre-amplifier to a stacked array of
four - ten elernsnt yagis with a 2 dB noise
figure masthead unit. A set of photos later in
this Tech Bulletin show the ranges between 10
dB SNR and 40 dB SNR. But how do these
signal plus noise to noise ratio numbers
(abbreviated SI\R here) comelate to picture
qualit54 A table on page eight here lists the



results of extensive testing conducted by the
(American) Federal Communications
Commission and dozens of independent TV
equipment manufacturers in the period
1956-1959. From these tests we have thE
worldwide application of the so-called TASO
Scale which breaks reception quality into six
easily remembered stages. The steps between
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stages are 6 dB (in SNR), which reflects the
kind of signal quality changes necessary to
allow typical coruiumers to 'grade'the reception
quality improvement (or degrading; in the
reverse direction). From the four photos on this
page, our range their becomes TASO Grade 5
(5 element antenna) to TASO Grade 3
(stacked array of four 10 element antennas, plus
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the addition of the 2 dB n/f masthead
amplifier). In non-technical, descriptive terms
the customer would understand the picture has
improved from Very objectionable noise'(and
no color) at Grade 5 to'solid color, some
noise' at Grade 3. Now we have the entire
installation defined in a precise manner; as the
installer you can measure and calculate the
'system numbers'while the customer has been
told what specifically to expect after
authorizing you to upgrade the system from
their original simplistic five element yagi.

STARTING AT 'ZERO'

Because there is noise, external noise
brought in by the antenna and internal noise
generated by the receiving equipment, it is
important to understand where the 'thresholds'

of noise occur. Or, how weak a signal can be
and still be detected on a TV set.

If we employ'state-of-the-art' masthead
pre-amplifiers in each frequency band, and
proper$ install these mastheads directly at the
'output terminals'of the antenna (before the
downline begins), the real-world thresholds are

Band I - minus 37 dBmV/l4 microvolts
Band III - minus 39 dBmV/ 11 microvolts

Bands MV - minus 45 dBmV/5.6 microvolts

To achiwe these threshold numbers (the
signal level at which you can detect the
presence of a 'frame-bar' on the screen) requires
a 2.0 dB noise figure masthead at bands I and
Itr, and a 0.5 dB noise figure unit at bands
fVA/. Note these are not watchable pictures
(not wen TASO 6);just detectable signals.
Actually measuring signal levels this weak is
not possible using conventional installer srgnal
leveUfield strength meters. Knowing these
threshold points, however, gives you a'feel'for
where you are when you are surveying a site for
possible installation.

THE MATH OF MASTHEADS

The quality of the pictures delivered to
a customer depends primarity upon the ratio
betwesn the signal (the good guy) and the noise
(the not-so-good grry). There is only one signal
source; the (usual$ distant) desired transmitter
(DT). Recall there are at least two families of
noise in our ratio.

1) The noise collected, along with
signa[ by the antenna, and

2) the noise generated by the receiving
system.

When electricity is applied to a circuit,
electrons'move'or flow. When this happens a
series of random pulses is created; pulses of
broadband static, as it were; noise. The only
way to silence this electron-agitated-pulse train
is to turn offthe electricity; and cool the circuit
itself to a temperature of -273 C; absolute
zero. A circuit with no electricity and so cold no
electron movemeNrt can take place is totalty
quiet. It is also a vely poor amplifier in this
state.

If we can't shut it ofl and we can't cool
it down to absolute zero, well ... we just have to
accept noise.

6 Bare$ Watchable t0 dB SNR

5 Very Objectionable Noise 16 dB SNR

4 Color, objectionable noise 22 dB SNR

3 Solid color, some noise 2S dB SNR

2 Slightty perceptible noise 34 dB SNR

I No Noise, 'perfect picture' 40 dB SNR

as follows:

-text continues on page ten-
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REACHING THE REAL-WORLD NOISE THRESHOLD FLOOR

Noise generated within the receiving systern (system: 'tvtasttrcaa tmougn viaeo m
ampffiers in receiver proper') can be reduced to the system threshold floor by careful
selection and installation of a suitable masthead amplifier. Using modern pre-amplifier
technolory, a masthead noise figure (16) aq low as 0.5 dB is possible. This represents an
improvement of from 4.5 dB (at band I) to 10 dB (at IIHF) over TV receiver noise figures
(thresholds) normally established by the (higher noise fizure) TV RF tuner stage in the
receiver.

Converse$, at band I and Itr frequencies (45 to 23ONftIz), noise originating from
man-made sources (such :N power lines, combustion engine ignition systems) will very
rard be lower than the equivilent of a 2.0 dB masthead noise figure at an antenna
receiving site. As a practical matter, masthead amplifier noise figures lower than 2.0 dB
within bands I and Itr are not useful since the antenna system receives a constant
background noise from manmade sources equivilent to a2 dB noise figure; or more. Only
in very remote, rural areas will 'backgrormd noise' from manmade (or cosmic) sources be so
low as to make a masthead pre-amplifier with a noise figure below 2 dB useful.

At IIHF (bands [V and V) frequencies, while it is possible to have background noise as
great as 4 to 6 dB, it is equally possible to have antenna sites where the background noise is
well below 2 dB equivilency. Thus at bands IV and V, space-age GaAs-FET masthead
amplffiers with noise figures in the 0.5 dB range can be bensficial.
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Fortunate$ as technolory has advanced,
substances which generute less noise when used
as amplifiers have been found. Gallium
Arsenide or-1QaAg is one such substance. GaAs
configured as a field-effect-transistor (FET)
produces a GaAs-EET and with this as a
starting point amplifier circuits which create
noise figures in the 0.5 dB and under region are
now commonplace through SFtr (super high
frequencies).

At frequencies below 300 MHz, while
some GaAs-FET amplffiers af,e available, such
uses are typrcally limited to very tuurow
bandwidth receiving systems where the noise
floor can be reduced with selective receiver
filtering. For a TV signal occupying a 5.105
MHz bandwidtlq a GaAs-FET amplifier at 50
or even 200 MHz is much like installing a
Chevy V8 in a VW Bug. You can never realize
the potential of the GaAs-FET at these
frequencies given the ambient noise levels of
the \IHF range in a 6.105 MFIz bandwidth.

At frequencies above 500 MHZ the
antenna-induced ambient noise levels (ie.,
man-made and natural) have diminished to the
point that installations in reasonably quiet
locales can actualty benefit from.noise figures
under 1 dB; even in a 6.105 MFIz demodulated
bandwidth.

. Alas, whether you are attempting to use
a2 dB noise figure convsntional masthead
amplifier at bands I and ltr, or, a 0.5 dB noise
figur" GaAs-FET pre-amplifier at 600lvtrl1
there are very important procedures which
must be followed.

a) Match Loss. The antenna in your
systern, whether a singfe yagsfiog or a
multiple-antenna-stacked array, has a nominal
impedance. Your masthead amplifier also has a
nominal impedance. The two must be the same
(ie., matched) or the impedance mis-match will
result in energy Glgnal voltage) loss in the
antenna-to-masthead connection process.

f) Many consumer oriented antennas
are 300 ohm. Virtually all property designed
masthead amplifiers are 75 ohms; input and

output. The standard practice is to place a 300
ohm / 75 ohm (balanced to unbalanced)
weatherproof (ie., outdoor) transformer
between the antenna and the pre-amplifier.

Ask yourself how do you select your
matching transformers? By their price? The
packaging? Or, because they come from the
same supplier as your antennas?

Most balun matching transformers are
installed and seldom considered as potentially
very destructive elements in an anterura systern
installation. Here's what you should be
considering.

2) Baluns often use ferrite wound
transformers to achiwe the impedance
adjustment between 300 and 75 ohms.

3) Especially at UIIF, g4balance of the
300 ohm side is a comrnon design flaw. When
there is a bad match at the 300 ohm side of the
transformer, the antenna you are connected to
sees a mis-match which creates an undesireable
effect known as standing waves (hi$ VSWR)
at the antenna output terminal. This mis-match
reduces the transfer of enerry from the 300
ohm antenna to the 75 ohm side of the
matching transformer. It may also create
coupling of signal voltage to the antenna
support structure and the shield of the 75 ohm
coaxial line. None of this is good; signal is lost
(without hope of rehieval).

Let's hop to the bottom line. An
out-of-the-catalog matching transformer
using ferrite winding cores will lose no less
than I dB of signal at 600 MIIz; as much as
2. Thafs lost signal, as in qone forever. You
can reduce this loss to less than 0.2 dB at 600
MHz by carefirlly sourcing the matching
transformers you are forced to use in your
systems.

A slightty harder problem to visualize is
the physicai placement of the masthead
amplifier. We all know it is called'masthead'
because it goes on the mast at the head of the
system. But how often does this become the
bottom of the mast because vou didn't think
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you were going to need/use a masthead and
then once you knew you needed one, well ... it
was far easier to insert it into the line at the
roofline then at the actual antenna!

Here's the harder-to-visualize part.
Any signal loss, no matter how

seeming$ small, between the output cormector
on the antenna and the input connector on the
masthead amplifier, is lost forever. You will
never gain it back, no mafier how much
amplifier gain you stick in the system aftsr the
point of amplifier insertion. llow's that true?

Isn't voltage to be lost, and re-gained, at
will; with an amplifier? Voltage yes. Except ...
except when we are dealing with a signal +
noise to noise ratio (SNR), the signal voltage
alone is not the determining factor in the quality
of the customer's picture. SNR is a ratio,
between the signal and the noise. Unless
carefully engineered, an amplifier raises the
voltage (the'S'in SNR) and at the same time
increryes the \f as well. Stay tuned.

The noise figure of a planned receiving
system is established by the first stage of the
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system. We don't count the antenna as a stage
but everything between the antenna output and
the first active (voltage operated) amplifier:is a
stage. If we exit the (300 ohm) antenna
terminals with a matching transformer and it has
2 dB conversion loss, and then go through
what we would like to think of as a short lenglh
of RG-6AJ with I dB more loss before we plug
into the active (masthead) amplifier, there is
now 3 dB of signal loss between the antenna
output terminals and the masthead input
te rm ina l (2+1 :3 ) .

If this is a band IV IIHF system and a
0.5 dB noise figure GaAsfET masthead
ampffier has been installed, we might expect
the system noise ligure to be set at 0.5 dB by
that 0.5 dB GaAs-FET pre-amplifier.

Wronq.

The 2 dB matching transformer loss
plus the I dB makes this example system a 3
dB noise figure receiving system no matter
what we do from the masthead amplifier

MATCHING TRANSFORMERS CAI\ DESTROY SYSTEM THRESHOLD
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onwards. In fact, the system would produce the
same quality pictures with a 2 dB or even 3 dB
noise figure masthead ampffier as it will with
the 0.5 dB GaAs-FET unit! By not placing the
masthead amplffier directly at the antenna
system output terminal, you have desraded the
system noise figure (ie., threshold of
sensitivity) by all of the loss between the output
of the antenna and the input to the masthead.

The math behind this valid statement is
lengthy but the facts solid; that is why satellite
dishes install the LNA (low noise amplifier)
right into the feedhorn on the dish; to eliminate
all loss between the feed and the LNA
(masthead).

And needless to say if you have tried to
improve the picture quality on a prwiously
installed home systern by tacking on a
masthead amplifier at the back of the TV set
after 2O or 30 metres of RG-6/LT between
antenna and the TV set ... and wondered why
the improvement was disappointing... well,
now you know.

Lefs restate these very important points.

1) Impedance mismatch between the
antenna output and the input to the masthead

amplifier is lost eners/; never to be regained.
How serious is this? Consider the 3
dB loss in ourjust-cited example. 3 dB is
equivilent to cutting your antenna system
tn haE ie., the effective gain of yow antenna
just went down 50olo becauss you gave
away 3 dB between the antenna output and the
masthead input. Pretty sloppy.

2) Any loss, whether due to impedance
mis-match or because you have placed coaxial
line between the antenna output and the
masthead amp input, is signal lost forever. You
cannot get it back in your all-important signal +
noise to noise equation; the one that counts
when monitored on vour customer's TV
screen!

And this it-should-be-obvious-but . ..
additional point. When you have two or more
separate antennas to be combined into a single
downline (such as separate band I and Itr
antennas, or, a VFIF to a IIHF antenna), what
do you suppose happens when you follow the
antenna-combiner with a masthead ampffier?

Nothing good, rest assured. If you are
installing in an area where you have plenty of
margn for error (and giving away signal),

REDUCING ANTENNA TO PRE.AMP LOSSES
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continue your unpure habits. But ifyou are
always fighting for the last dB of signal and
routine$ joining (combining) antennas before
masthead ampli$ing change your ways. Here's
why.

A two-way splitter employed as a
signal combiner joining dis-similar antennas
does undesireable things to the impedance seen
by the masthead amp; especially if the
combiner is close$ followed (a meter or less of
cable) by the amp. The loss in the combiner is
permanent loss never to be recovered. The
combined-side that will suffer the most is
usually the I-IHF antenna; normally it will be the
weaker of the two (signal) sides (although it
could be the VFIF side or band Itr side when
combining band I and Itr antennas). Mismatch
affects var-y quite unpredictably.

Certainly it is desireable to bring down a
single transmission line to the TV set with all
signals intact. The purist way of doing this is to:

1) Employ a masthead with two
separate inputs; one specificalty for IJHF, one
for VFIF (examples: the Fringe Electronics
UVl228 or Kingray MHW34T where gain is
required at VFIF and UIIF; the Fringe
Electronics WB22V or Kingray MHU34T
where onty UIIF gain is required). This
eliminates the combiner.

2) Or, although more expensive, employ
two separate mastheads (one for each antenna)
with a combiner following the mastheads that
passes thru-power to both amplifiers, and, a
power suppty capable of powering two
mastheads.

Note: If you have plenty of signal to
burn, or only require amplified signal
because of subsequent signal splitting/
distribution, skip the masthead altogether and
install a multiple-output distribution
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ampli{ier inside the house, powered directly
from AC mains.

Which brings us to masthead amplifier
gain. How much is enough?

The real purpose of a masthead
amplifier is to improve the signal + noise to
noise ratio of the received signal(s). This
happens only when the noise figure of the
masthead is lower than the noise figure of the
TV set to follow, ang!, when the gain of the
masthead is sufficient to override the noise
figure of the TV set (VCR tuner). The
computation of how much gain is enoueh
involves taking the known noise figure of the
TV tunerA/CR tuner, the noise figure plus
gain/loss of all subsequent stages (RF,m) in the
receiver to the detector, and subtracting any
losses such as the loss of the transmission line
between the output of the masthead and the
input to the tuner. It might require 30 minutes
or so to calculate one situation. We can
summarize foryou.

20 dB of eain.

This is almost-always sufficient gain to
establish the noise figure of the masthead
(assuming you have not placed loss between thb
antenna output and the input to the masthead)
as the noise figure of the receiving system.
There is an exception to this generalizedruIe;
IJHF when yCIu have substantial line losses
between the output of the masthead and the
input to the TV tunsr.

Those losses can be in the form of
cable loss (10.4 dB per 100 metres at channel
40 when using 11 Foam Series cable), splitter
loss (at least 4 dB - perhaps more - for each
two-way splitter), or, a combination of the two.

Generally speaking the TV tuner has
(see page 5 here) a noise figure. The masthead
voltage gain needs to be no less than 3 dB
greater than the noise fisure of the TV tuner
after losses between the masthead and the TV
tuner have been subtracted.
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Keep in mind the masthead voltage gain
must be no less than 3 dB greater than the noise
figure of the TV tuner after line and possible
split losses betwesn the two, if you are to

new sJlstem noise figrue.

Warning. If your input signa(s) are
strong, it is not adviseable to use a masthead
amplifier as a substitute for a distribution
amplifier. The transistors chosen for masthead
units are selected because of their low noise
characteristics, not because of their signal
handling capabilities. Using a masthead
designed for preamplification in a medium to
strong srgnal area (with two or more signals
available through the masthead) can result in
arnplifier overload and cross modulation.
Conversety, distribution amplifiers (typically
offering two to eight bridged outputs) make
poor substitutes for masthead amplifiers, lacking
the necessary low noise figures and weak-signal

circuits.

THE MATH OF LARGE ANTENNA
ARRAYS

Antenna's are measured for several
characteristics and these numbers are published
as specifications. Before you can paper-design a
deep fringe array for maximized forward gain,
there are things you need to know about the
individual antermas going into the array. It
would be helpful to know:

1) Antenna forward gain
2) Anterura impedance
3) Antenna front-to-back ratio
4) Antenna front to side nulls; how

deep and where located

Forward Gain is typically stated as a
number; u9.5 dB* is an example. If this is the
entire data sheet statement, it falls short of being
adequate. .9.5 dB gain when compared to
what reference antenna?" Itis common
practice to refer forward gain to a resonant
dipole or half wave-length antenna cut for the
same frequency/channel. If this is the actual
reference, then the antenna's published gain
would be more properly stated as "9.5 dBd"
with the last "d" standing for dipole.

Some manufacfurers compare their
antenna gain to a mathematical reference
known as an isotropic source. If this is their
choice, the published spec should read "9.5

dRi" where "i" stands for-tSq!ruplg source
antenna. In no case should the gain be simply
listed as "so-many dB" since gain is a
relationship between one known reference
antenna (dipole or isotropic) and the stated
antenna.

Isotropic gain and gain compared to a
dipole are not the same. The same antenna
property compared to isotropic and dipole will
have 2.14 dB more gain when referenced to an
isotropic source. When you are considering
two antennas, and do not know what their
stated gain compares to, there is no way to
evaluate the performance of the two antennas
on paper.

Anterura impedance is often calculated
rather than measured and not very careful$ at
that. In some circumstances the impedance (ie.,
the tlpe of match provided to a transmission
line) quoted is best case in a log or
multi-channel yag antenna; ie., the most



favourable match at the optimum point within
the antenna's design bandwidth. Unless the
antenna is a true log-periodic design the
impedance of the antenna will fluctuats over a
wide range througlr the design band (or goup
of channels); there's no other way for a yagi
design to fimction, no matter how cleverty it is
designed. And even log-periodics if overly
ambitious (ie., attempting to cover more than a
single frequency-octave) have'match' problems.

Bottom line on match? A well designed
single channel yagi can provide an acceptable
match (transfer of enerry) to the feedline over
as much as one channel in band I; sweral (as
many as four) channels in band m. An4 a well
designed log-periodic covering no more than a
frequency octave (ie., 45-90l'{ftlq 115 to 230
MHz but not 45 to23A MHz) can be well
matched. Claims to the contrary are suspect.

Antenna front-to-back ratio. Rejection
of co-channel or adjacent channel signals
coming from the rear of the antenna depends
total$ on the F to B (f/b) ratio. The ability to
reject rear-side signals is a firnction of spacing
between the driven (dipole) element and
reflector, the length of the reflector, and
(surprise) the spacing between the dipole and
the first director. In a multi-channel antenna,
the f/b ratio can only be best on one of those
channels (the one channel where the spacings
and length are optimized). On all other
channels, the f/b is degraded. When you are
corurting on the published number for an
installation to work, check out the performance
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yourself by measuring the signal gain from the
front (read signal level on a signal lweVfield
strength meter), rotating it to the rear and
reading it again. The on-scale difference in dB
is your measured front to back (flb).

Antenna front to side (nulls). Possible to
measure if you have an antenna test range; not
possible onyour roof. Nulls are modified by
the presence of guy wires on the mast, and the
mast itself; a metal roof under the antenna or
next door; a heavity leafed tree on one side or a
car parked in the driveway. In other words,
breathe the wrong way, wear the run coloured
tie or eat the wrong cereal for breakfast and you
can move the nulls around. Getting rid of nulls
is what co-channel elimination is all about.
Doing it repeated$, under pressure, separates
the amateurs from the professionals. A
published polar plot pattern of the antenna's
360 degree gain, showing peaks and nulls, is a
starting point for anatysis; if such a plot exists.
But in the real world on top of a customer's
rool those tiny little nulls and peaks
offiantenna-centre will most assuredly not be
where they appear on paper. Sorting it out is
what you get paid to do. See Tech Bulletin
9301.

Which brings us to a starting point for
the assembly and fine-tuning of multiple stack
antenna arrays.

FIRST - A TEST

Fringe-area TV reception antenna arrays
in Europe and North America are an
order-of-magnitude larger than anything seen in
New Zealand. The most massive arrays are
formd at cable television companies where one
master antenna is 'shared'(for a monthly fee)
by hundreds or thousands of viewing homes. In
North America today, according to the
National Cable Television Association t

(NCTA), there are more than 8,000 cable
telwision systems functional. Indeed, more than
600lo of all American homes are now connscted
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to cable TV systems. This is far more practical
for the viewer than you might first suspect.

1) The average U.S. cable system brings
just over 35 TV channels into the home. Of
these 35, on average 16 are received'off-air'
through the antennas of the cable firm from TV
transmitters typicab within 200 km of the cable
community. The balance are delivered to the
cable system via C and Ku band satellite, or
created locally at the cable company's headend
site (signal processing centre).

2) Cities such as Seattle and San
Francisco are text-book cable communities;
laced with hills, valleys and tall buildings which
block direct line of sight transmission from the
local VFIF and UIIF television transmitters even
though they may be less than 10 km distant.
The rough terrain and man-made obstacles
simultaneous$ cause high signal attenuation
between the transmitter and home rooftops,
and, create badly ghosted pictures with severe
reflections from these same buildings and hills.
Add to this from the community itself millions
of decibels of man-made interference, and you
have the'textbook'cable community. It may
strike you that Wellington has nearly identical
problems.

Viewers unable to see the primary
transmitters without obstruction suffered poor
reception until cable began in the 1960s.

3) In rural areas where the terrain also
blocks direct reception, or distance from the
transmitter(s) reduces slgnal levels to low lwels,
cable entreprsneuns have created cable systerns
by either dweloping sizeable off-air-antenna
receiving systems on hill/mountain tops near to
the community they will serve, or by building
towers as tall as 250 metres above ground to
provide an eleyated platform from which large
antenna arrays can be mourted for reception no
individual home owner could afford to duplicate
from his rooftop.
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The shared nature of cable TV in
Europe and North America is an economy of
scale; where one or two or even a dozerr
families probably could not afford the necessary
towers, antennas and signal processing
equipment to pick up and ampfiry six or sixteen
TV transmitters perhaps 200 km distant, by
selecting communities where the cost of the
installation can be amortized over hundreds or
thousands of homes in a reasonable period of
time (such as 5 to 7 years), a cable business can
be launched.

What we leam from this is that the
technolog'and the equipment required to bring
first or new charurels of television to rural un or
underserved Kiwis is commonty available.
Some of this technolory finds its way into the
following material.

And the test.

With nearty 1,100 TV transmitters at
just under 500'sites'in New Zealand, it is
inescapable that some signals find their way to
virtually every nook and cranny of the country.
Granted the signa(s) you expect to find may
not be present at the rooftop level of your
customer's home. Granted it may take more
than a $100 antenna stuck on a2metre mast to
bring an acceptable slgnal into the home.
Granted the customer by him or herself
maynot be able to fmd the signal and bring it to
the TV set without some professional help. But
we are here to as$re you that ifyou are willing
to deviate from normal rooftop practices and
spend some time dweloping your own skills,
there is considerable new business out there for
the installing stockist who is willing to capitalize
on the un or underserved homes strong desire
to have quality, multiple-channel television
reception.

The first step is for the installer to-test
for signals. Not merety at the convenient
rooftop lwel of the would-be viewer, but in the
vicinitv of the viewer.
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1) That hill, which logic tells you is
blockins direct reception. is the first place to
test. Carry a test antenna, a short length of
coaxial cable, a small battery operated TV and
a suitable field strength meter to the top of the
hill. And search for sipnals; not just the
transmitters you believe to be nearest to you in
the appropriate directioq but in all_directions on
all channels. In the extremd rough (ie., hilly
and mountainous) terrain of New Zealand,
VHF (and IIHF we will discover) signals often
appear invery places up to 300 km
from their points of origin.

An example. TV3 ran out of funds
before it was fully extended to all of the main
or primary transmitter sites operated by BCL
for TVNZ. On North Island, TV3 is carried
north from Auckland (Waiatarua site) to
Horokaka. TV3 ends (gorng north) at
Horokaka; other than low power (under 100
watt) local transmitters serving Whangarei from
the Parahaki site. TVs 1 and 2 continue north
via first Hikurangi, and then Maungataniwha
with the latter sitting astride a 567 metre ridge
overlooking all of the Far North and up Cape
Reinga. Viewers served by Hikurangi (26,25O
people) and Maungataniwha (I7,250 people),
as well as the 18 translatorlrepeater sites fed by
Hikurangi and Maungataniwha (7,40A people),
are outside of TV3 coverage.

The airline distance from Horokaka to
Kaitaia is 118 kilomstres. In addition to this
distance (nearly 2 times the normal reach of
Horokaka) there are multiple mountainous
ridges spaced along the direct path between the
two points as rnuch as 62 metres higher than
the Horokaka transmission site. Even if the
terrain between Horokaka and Kaitaia was dead
flat, for Kaitaia to receive TV3 on channel 9
(vertical) would require a Kaitaia reception
tower 281 metres above ground to reach the
TV3 signal; such are the'rules'of VHF line of
sight kansmission.

Yet in some portions of Kaitaia an
estimated 5olo of the town's residents have TV3
reception; day in and day out, without regard
to changing weather nor'skip'conditions. The
signal is solid to within a couple of dB of fading
at all times: on 5 element yagi antennas 5-l0m
above ground.

The answer to this 'mystery'is

something known as knife-edge refraction; a
VHF GIHF) propagation phenominon first
studied in detail at an Alaskan location where it
was found 100 MHz region signals intercepted
near the path mid-point by 6,204 metre higlr
Mt. McKinley were'rock solid'at a location
near Tanana, Alaska some 420 kilometres from
their origin point in Anchorage. Subsequent
studies of knife-edge refraction conducted by
several universities in Norfh America provided
an explanation for the observations.

1) When a mountain peak or ridge of
elevated terrain occurs along the VHF GIIIF)
path between two points which normally can4q!
and could not communicate with
each other (even if the terrain were flat between
the two locations), the peak or ridge acts like a
passive repeater refracting the signal(s) over its
ridgeline much in the same way a qvartz prism
can seem to bend lightwaves.

2) The terrain conditions for this to
happen are now well understood and they
include:

a) Both the transmitting site
and the receiving site must be able to see (being
line of sight to ...) the intervening peak or ridge.

b) Ideal$, the peak or ridge will
have a sharp (well defined) edge (like a knife;
hence, the name knife-edge) which is
perpendicular to the path of the signals.

Ie., the signal will travel through free
space (without being stopped by any terrain) to
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the well-defined (knife) edge where the physical
shape and on-path placement of the
ridge/mountain top will change the direction of
travel of the wavefront; bending it downward
towards the horizon in the direction opposite
(ie., approximate$ 180 degrees from) the
direction of arrival to the ri@e. Now the
refracted signal continues on its bentjourney
to come back to earth after going through more
free (non-interrupted) space. Because the path
is line of sisht between the transmitter and the
knife-edge point and it continues line of sight
to the ultimate receiving location" there is
virtually no fading nor signal variation from
changing weather conditions.

A mathematical analysis of VFIF and
UFIF knife-edge refraction paths also reveals
the level of signal present at the ultimate
receiving location approaches the level of signal
you would expect to find at the same location if
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one constructed a tower (or flew in an airplane)
up to the elevation required to direc8 intercept
(ie., line of sight), the same signal above the

ultimate reception point. In other words, the
efficiency of knife-edge approaches 100o/o as
a (re) transmission 'system'. It is a totalty
'passive' repeater ... with gain!

Returning to Kaitaia and TV3; it should
not surprise you to learn those viewers who
happen to live within the well defined reception
zone enjoy TV3 reception with nothing more
complicated than their normal channel 6 and I
antenna installed for TVs 1 and 2. This inspite
of the fact that TVl and 2 ariwe over a path
less than 25 kilometres long while TV3 arrives
over a path averaging 118 kilometres in length.

Reception zone. The placernent of the
intenrcning peak(s), the shape of the peaks
(whether blunt edge4 dome-shape4 or
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irregular in shape) and the location of the
intervening knife-edge peak along the path (ie.,
whether precise$ halfway along the path, or
closer to one end than the other) all profoundly
effect the size of the reception zone. Some
zones are less than a few metres square while
others may be several miles across. Your
challenge, as an installer, is to first suspect such
a knife-edge zone might exisq calculate where it
might be (first done in the comfort of you
offrce using Sgrvry & land$ap$, and then
finalty going into the field with an antenna and
field strength meter to devine the signal.
Illustrations of good and bad ridge-crossing
'aodgq' appear on page 21 using Kaitaia as an
example.

WHEN YOU HAVE FOUND SIGNALS

...and they are several hundred metres
(or even several miles) from the home or homes
you wish to serve, what next?

Transporting one or more signals over
distances to 750 metres suits simple

tra4$!n$sia! lines quite well; and the cost need
not be excessive.

Beyond 750 metres (and this is hard$ a
fixed number) when you will serve only one or
a few homes, the dollar-sensible transporiation
technique is throueh the air (as it would also be
if the terrain to be covered is difficult or
impossible to access). Now we are on
quasi-legal ground; the use of airwaves to
transport signals without RFSlDepartment of
Commerce approval. Let's be up frq!$ about
this.

The regulations prohibit the turn-on of
non-licensed, non-approved transmitters. If
everyone in the country fabricated and
turned-on their own private transmitters, the
airwaves would collapse in chaos. The major
danger is that any such transmitting device will
radiate signal not only on its intended frequency
(a TV channel) but also, quite unintentionally
and quite to the surpise of the builder, on
another frequency; such as 121.500 MHz, or
square in the middle of an aircraft communica-
tions band; dangerous!
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UHF television channels 39-41 and 42
are set aside for low power television
broadcastins. Additional$, unlicensed TV
transmission (with restrictions) is permissible
under certain circumstances in the region
inclusive of channels 39-42, and a few channels
either side of these. An example of this is the
(app,roved) Videosender unit (sold by Dick
Smith Electronics) generating a TV signal in
this region (typicalty pre-tuned to channel36
when removed from the box; but channel
adjustable) and sold as a wireless extsnder of a
user's VCR/W (antenna). The measured
output of this unit is in the region of 60 dBmV
(100 dBuV) and it comes with an attached
extendable (420 cm) whip antenna.

Other optiorn include8adig2forno)
licensed on-channel bgggtglg' (at radiated
power lwels so low [10 microwatts] as to make
them marginally useful; under Part Xm of the
Regulations) or eoine through a more
complicated licensine procedure with higher
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power boosters'; both discussed at some length
in Tech Bulletin 9303.

For many installations, conventional
low-loss transmission lines are more practical as
such lines can carry several channels of TV
simultaneously and there is little likelihood of
interfering with other services operating a
relativety simple cable connected remote
antenna site. Fence lines (with posts in place)
offer a handy way to route open-wire (ladder)
line with appropriate line-mounting
spacer/insulators along the way. Coaxial cable
can usually be simp$ left on the ground
provided there is minimal human and stock
traffic in the area. See Tech Bulletin 9305 for
a discussion of establishing transmission line
distribution (ie., mini-cable s.ystems) or T89303
for calculating through-air losses in a cable-less
service .

General$ speaking, all transmission lines
exhibit line loss (attenuation) and the system
designer looks first at the amount of signal
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(before and after amplifisation) available at the
antenna site, calculates the line loss in various
types of lines available over the distance
required, and then determines whether there is
sufficient srgnal available to reach the TV set(s)
at the bottom without additional amplification.

Line-powered amplifiers can be placed
on any type of TV transmission line and
subject to certain limits of ampffier cascadin&
you can string kilometres of cable with properly
spaced repeater amplifiers without degrading
the signal quality past the point of consumer
acceptance (Tech Bulletins 9303 and 9305).

TYPICAL CABLE LOSSES

Cable loss increases per unit of cable
length (such as over 100 metres of cable) as the
frequency increases. Channel 1 TV will
transport near$ twice as far in cable before
amplification is required as channel 11 TV. At
{-IHF, the difference is more dramatic as the
table on page 23 illustrates.

Assume a 20 dB gain amplifier to send
signal througlr as much cable as you can
string-out. You start with 0 dBmV at the input
to the amplifier (producing +20 dBmV at the
start of the cable/wire run) and you run cable
for as far as you can go until you have returned
to the 0 dBmV original level. How much cable
will be possible?

A 20 dB gain masthead amplifier is
easily placed at the antenna and line-power-fed
even through appropriate 300-450-600/75 ohm
matching transformers (with power passing
built-in); thus for bands I and Itr the limiting
factor in this hypothetical installation is the loss
at band m (258 metres in 7 foam; 321 metres in
ll foam).

One (at nqefo line amps can also be
line powered in the system to extend the total
cable length permissible. But there me caveats.
All line amps have cascading limits (ie., the
number of amps that can be placed in series
along a line), and input levels to each ampffier

,'.ROrl;wC'*rO .'OwN'oPut*.'Winu
.'....i.hpqdaflCel..,....Wire.lSiie,,,,,,CenteilCentei....,'..
:: :: ::: : ::3'00::o,lrP
,,,',,. '.,+50,O ,., ',,,,,,,,,,#1,2,,,,,,,,,: :,:,:,:, ',:,:.:,;25, ,' , ',,, . .,
' '........eOO,O,mti.......,.'..#fi:.,l.'.......' '.....l'.'..i5i'.m,.'.,' : i,
,.,.,,.,.,600'.;trnrg..'l.l:.......#i.4.'l.l....,..l.',........l:.ii+'mm,;':,: I
':':i:i:.:600:.o ::::i:::::r':'#i:6 95 mm ,,,,,,,,,,,,

following the first must be carefulty adhered to
within manufacturer stated parameters (to avoid
undesireable modulation products developing);
Tech Bulletins 9303 and 9305.

As impressive as 1 or 6 inch (line to
line spacing) open wire line appears to be in
the tables on page 23 (certainly going nearty 6.3
kilometres with on$ 20 dB of gain going in at
channel l l is impressive!), fabricating the line
(6" spaced line is not an off-the-shelf item) and
proper$ suspending it on wooden posts without
metal (such as fencing wire) near to it (to avoid
coupling effects tolfrom the nearby wires) can
be a challenge. Note that Il2" spaced (300
ohm) and 1" spaced (a50 ohm) open wire line
is off-the-shelf available. Also note the loss
difference between ll2" openwire (300 ohm)
and 1" open wire line (450 ohm) is barely
measureable if each is property designed. One
danger with some of the readily available 300 or
450 ohm open wire line is that the insulating
(typically plastic) spacers which are sometimes
used to retain the line-to-line spacing dimension
are poor$ quality-controlled and improperly
affxed to the twin (parallel) wires. The surest
way to have problems with any open wire line is
to have non-uniform line-to-line spacing along
the run.

Do-it-yourself note: Quality, low loss,
open wire line is unbeatable for low-loss, long
transmission runs. Conversely we have seen
installations where cofilmon #I2 gafuanzed
fencing wire has been stapled (!) to wooden
fence posts at about 6 inch spacing and nn
hrurdreds of metres as a qulck aod diry
transmission line. You match the impedances in
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and out of such a line by marking offthe last
fuIl-wave-length (measured as the wavelength in
space'times' the velocity of propagation [factor]
of the open wire line; typically .95) on each end
and gradually taper match the two lines to a
1/2. (300 ohm) spacing over the full
wlvelength (at the lowest frequency in use on
the system). There must be a matching section

on both ends for the impedance transformation,
or you will lose many (tens of) dB on the line.
Note this is not a substitute for properly
designed open wire line but it may work for you
if you make an effort to maintain uriform (6"
suggested) wire to wire spacing with the wires
under tension to reduce whipping in winds.
Metal posts would be a mistake since each
metal post would act as a short to the lines!

HOW MUCH ANTENNA GAIN?

If your installation will not create a
minimum of 250 microvolts (-12 dBmVl4S
dBuV) at the antenna output terminals before
masthead amplification on the weakest channel
to be transported, you could be using the
wrong antenna system. Either you stack
additional antennas of the same design to
increase the gaur, or you upgrade to a higlrer
gain antenna. Here's the logic.

1) The TV receiver requires
approximatety 1,000 microvolts for a TASO
Grade I picture.

2) There will be transmission line loss
from the antenna to the TV.

3) Sooner or later the customer will
want a second TV set outlet, which adds
splitter loss to the equation.

4) You have the option of installing a 20
dB gain masthead amplifier.

TASO?

The basis for this grading is the signal +
noise to noise ratio; abbreviated SNR. The
television receiver has a noise-threshold or
floor; determined by the noise figure of the TV
receiver as it processes a 7 (8)MHz wide video
(+ audio) slgnal. The TASO assumption is that
the tlpical TV set has a noise floorlthreshold of
-40 dBmV or 10 microvolts (abbreviated uV
here). If the noise floor is at -40 dBmV(2O
dBuV), logic says an excsllent quality stgnl
which requires a 40 dB SNR will be 40 dB
stronger than the noise floor; ie., 0 dBmV
(1,000 uV). Which leads us to one more table
(see top ofpage 25).

Well now, if all it takes to have a Grade I
picture is 0 dBmV, why can't you stick a 30 dB
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gain masthead amplifier on a -30 dBmV
antenna signal and produce an extremety high
quality picture? Fair question.

Signal voltage alone is not what
determines picture quality. It's that ratio
between noise and the signal voltage. If you
start out with a noise level of -40 dBmV and a
srgnal level of -30 dBmV, the best signal +
noise to noise ratio you can expect is 10 dB.
Amplfing a -30 dBmV srgnal by 30 dB
produces 0 dBmV of signal alrieht.Bu! the
same amplifier also increases the -40 dBmV
noise to -10 dBmV. You began, before
amplificatiorL with a SNR of 10 dB. After
ampffication you still have a 10 dB SNR; onty
now both the signal and the noise voltaeeg are
30 dB stronger! Is that the end of the story?
Not quite.

Recall the TV set has its own noise
figure and this translates to a noise floor or
threshold. With a properly engineered masthead
amplifier and its careful use, you can reduce the
TV receiving system (the system is the entire
antenna + masthead + TV set configuration)
noise figure. The -40 dBmV TV set noise floor
assumed for TASO grading can be reduced by
improving the TV set with a proper masthead

side-effect of electrons moving under voltage
stimulation) and the noise coming into the
system from manmade sources (electrical
systems, igniiion systems et al). We can reduce
(but not eliminate) the noise originating inside
of our receiving system. The outside noise
sources can be located and repaired (not always
practical), phased (reduced in signal level) with
appropriate antenna stacking techniques, or
accepted.

Noise originating within the system can
be dealt with using well accepted mathematical
formulae. The results are predictable,
repeatable. Noise from outside is subject to a
wide variation in amplitude (level), type (ie.,
short pulses, a constant buzz" etc.) and resonant
frequency.

REDUCING THE INTERNAL 'NOISE

FLOOR'

Disconnect the aerial from the TV set
and tune to a charurel not in use in youf area.
The picture tube is alight with dancing black
and white dots and the audio if cracked open
hisses' at you; noise.

Now connect a masthead amplifier to
the TV, but do not connect an aerial. Compare

.c)..tren$sion.1iry'.!oqgry$rt.. .(*seriei..Foam1,,, ,,,,, ,,i,,,, , .,i, ,,, ,,;;,, , i.,- ,t,5' dB..l*.' . ' '.
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amplifier.
Recall from pages 5/6 in this Tech

Bulletin that your customer's TV receiving
system faces two noise sources; the noise
generated within the system (a natural

the apparent noise present with and without the
masthead amp. It looks stronger;it sounds
stronger, with the amp; right?

When electrons flow in a circuit,
because of voltage applied there is



electron-noise. This noise is random with
frequency (ie., very broadband). The TV
receiver alone has a measureable amount of
internalty generated noise. We'll call it the noise
threshold or floor. For you to have a quality TV
picture through this receiver, the ratio of sigral
voltage to noise voltage must approximate the
SNR depicted on the TASO gading scheme.
By reducing the noiss_threshold/floor of the
TV set you Gan obtain the high TASO
demanded ratios of SNR with a lower
amplitude TV signal voltage. That in a nutshell
is the primary reason you employ a low noise
(as opposed to a not-so-low-noise) masthead
amplifier.

There are applications in this world for
masthead amplifiers which produce voltage gain
without pretext of being low noise. For
example, if you are in a medium to hig! signal
axe4' a not-so-low-noise masthead amplifier will
increase signal voltages to allow long
transmission line runs, or (if carefully used)
multiple-set splitting. The amplification dwices
(ie., bi-polar transistors, field-ef;fect transistors)
in such not-so-low-noise mastheads differ from
their low noise masthead cousins because they
are for a different application. You cannot have
ultra low masthead noise and, also, medium to
high masthead amplification of strong signals in

TECH BIILLETIN 9302 -PaseZ!

the same masthead unit; the two are not
compatible engineering requirements.

In selecting a masthead amplifier, then,
you must be certain the unit you are choosing is
intended for the job requirement. A low-noise
masthead unit is not adviseable in a medium to
high signal area; a highgain, higher noise figure
unit equal$ wrong in a weak signal area.

SI]MMARIZING SIGNAL + NOISE TO
NOISE

The effective noise threshold for a TV
channel can be reduced in a given receiving
system by carefully selecting and installing a
low-noise-masthead amplifier as physically close
to the antenna_output terminals as possible. In a
band I or III systern outfitted with such a
masthead amplifier, the system SNR should
improve by not less than 3 dB. And 3 dB is
slightly more 'gain' than you should expect by
doubling (as in stacking) the number of
antenna elernents in use.

kr IIHF (bands [V and V) receiving
systems, when the TV or VCR tuner have a
noise figure of 10 dB or more, the improvement
possible with the carefirl addition of a 0.5 dB
noise figure GaAs-FET masthead unit should
exceed 6 dB (*). And that's the equivilent to
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making the original antenna system four times
as large (ie., going from I stack of an antenna
to four stacks).

Avoid low-grade matching transformers
when connecting a 300 ohm antenna to a75
ohm masthead amplifier as the matching
transformer can easily cost you two dB in signal
before amplification. Also avoid any combiners
or other signal splittels between the antenna
output and the input to the masthead amplifier
when low noise is important; unless following
stacking techniques.

Masthead SNR requirements should be
calculated by taking the available gain (say 20
dB at the masthead) and subtracting:

1) Known/suspected TV set noise
figure (in dB)

2) The line loss between the masthead
unit and the TV set (in dB)

3) Any other loss (such as a spliuer)
between masthead and TV set and, you

should have not less than 3 dB of signal
voltage left over after subtracting these

numbers. If not, graduate to a hipilrer gai4
masthead unif select a lower loss transmission
cable, or with an exceptional$ long
transmission line run follow the masthead unit
with a line amplifier (also probabty line
powered) having its own noise figure no greater
than the noise figure of the TV set/VCR
(tuner); placing the line amplifier down the line
where the signal voltage has dropped to a level
equal to the noise figure of the line amp + 3 dB
(see Tech Bulletins 9303 and 9305).

Finally, not all masthead amplifiers are
ueated equal. Any rurit with a noise figure
higher than 2.5 dB at bands I and Itr is hardty
state-of-the-art and you can do better. UIIF
lmits with noise figures rmder 3 dB are
worthwhile but for the really difficult
installation 0.5 dB is state-of-the-art.

*/ Some sources at BCL claim exceptional
top-line UHF TV tuners (TV sets and VCRs)
have noise figures as low as 6-7 dB.



INCREASING ANTENNA GAIN

Not all antennas are created equal;
either. The weaker your of-aii signals, the

Seater the antenna gain required. Remember,
you cannot improve the overall signal to noise
ratio without increasing the signal part of the
equation; once you have taken steps to reduce
the noise to its practical minimum.

Lefs assume for discussion you ars on a
hilltop with a field strength meter and some type
of all-channel antenna. There you find a
desired channel2 is -23 dBmV /37 dBuV while
a desired channel T is -21 dBmV /39 dBuV. A
chart on page 29 suggests you have a situation
where the SNR will be in the region of 17 to 19
dB; or marginal to inferior.

What next?

Before we start down the hill withJhe
!tg4 what could be done to improve these
marginal to inferior pictures?

1) Masthead Amplifier. We'll need one
just to reach the bottom of the hill. By selecting
a low-noise unit, we can gain 3 dB of additional
SNR in this step. Now well be at the 20 to 22
dB SNR region. Better; but still basicalty
marginal pictures.

2) We don't really know the gain of the
hilltop'tesf antenna at channel2, but logic
suggests it is no more than 5 dB; tops. We also
don't know the gain of this all-channel antenna
at channel T but logic again suggests it will not
exceed 6 dB.

A) If we installed a quality
lO-element charmel zyagi (yes, they do exist!)
with 10 dB of known gairq we'd add 5 dB to
the channel 2 SNR over the test ante,lrna;
creating a new SNR of 25 dB.

B) If we installed a pair of
similaryagrs for channel T, with a total gain of
12.5 dB (10 dB for one + 2.5 dB stacking
gain), our SNR goestp_61_dB over the test
antenna; making it now 28.5 dB.

TECH BIILLETIN 9302 -PaseZ7
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If the installation design stopped here,
the customsr has gone from a
marginalty-inferior picture to a passable picture
on channel7 and one between marginal and
passable at channel2. The channel2 picture
could upgrade to passable by going back and
adding a second stack of ten element channel 2
yag.

Since this is on paper only at this stage,
consider making both antenna arrays even
larger. The results summarize here (top of next
oage) and a 2 dB noise figure masthead is
built-in to each signal + noise to noise ratio
calculation.

SO ... there you sit atop a hill in the
middle of a customer's paddock with -23 dBmV
on channel 2 and -21 dBmV on channel 7. And
you af,e only 64 ten element yagis away from
perfect pictures!

Of course you are unlikely to encounter
a customer with either the dollars or inclination
to flrnd such a massive array (25 dB of forward
gan) but its interesting to see how this works
none the less. In this situation, both you and the
customer would probab$ settle for passable
lwel signals; which means a two or four stack
affay on both channels 2 and 7. How do you
phase thern together and then mix their
individual outputs to produce the same
passable quality down-the-hill at the TV set(s)?

Carefully.
Very carefully.

Recall that any combiner or other
passive device, any coaxial or matching
transformer loss after the antenna but before
the low-noise masthead runs the risk of
permanent impairment of the system noise
figure. No system designer/installer wants to
risk losing sweral dB of SNR a&er going to an
exfra sensitive antenna aray with stacked yagi
antennnas.

Fortunatety in our example the two
channels in question are on different TV bands;

ie., band I (channel 2) and band Itr (channel7).
This allows us to consider two_technicaty
correct options for combining the separate
channels from two separate antenna arrays onto
a single down-hill line.

Number One: Two separate masthead
amplifiers can be installed. Ideally, one would
be a band I masthead amp (or even single
channel; ie.,2) while the second would be band
IlVchannel 7. The bad news is that such naffow
band mastheads are seldom carried in stock in
New Zealand and while obtainable, the wait
could be a couple of months. A viable option
for this is to utilize apan of VHF (ie., band I
and band III in one uniQ mastheads, placing
each as close to the individual stacked antenna
array outputs as possible. This gives us two
mastheads, each connected to an antenna, and
the output from each ready to corurect to the
single down/transmission line. Use a slgnal
combiner? You could, but there is a better way.
A device called a hiqhllow separator (high being
band Itr; low being band I), or, diplexer
(Kingray DPOHL) provides 30+ dB of
rejection of the opposite band. Two inputs (one
high, one low) and one combined output. Now
go into your downline and youll have sufficient
rejection of 2 through 7, and,7 through 2there
should never be ghosting when signals get
really strong (under favornable weather
conditions that enhance signals).

Number Two: If you can locate a pair of
single channel mastheads, one each for
channels 2 and7, thatwill be the best way of
all.

Suppose, however, the two signals are
in the same band; ie., channels 1 and 3 or
channels 6 and 11? Iife can be complex.

Number One: Some (European and
North American) manufacturers offer
single-channel filters. Ifyou place separate
mastheads on each antenna, then follow these
with single-channel bandpass filters, you might
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then be able to combine signals in the same
band. The-bad news is these bandpass (ie.,
single channel) filters will not pass power and
you need the AC/DC power to run the
mastheads in_front of the filters. Hirschmann
(a German firm) offers a suppression trap that
will pass power. They have input and output
connecton, are in shielded boxes (with
weatherproofing available), and are hrned by a
pair of field adjustable slugs which will suppress
the video carrier (one shrg) and the aural carrier
(the second slq) by 18 dB each; or, you can
tune both slugs to a single frequency (all of this

with a field strength meter as an indicating
dwice) and get 40 (50 on band Itr) dB total
suppression on a single carrier. With one of
these suppression traps in each line, you
tune-out the wrong channel (ie., channel 1 on
channel3 antenna and vice-versa) and having
done this then use a two-way signal combiner to
join the two channels onto a single down line.
The individual mastheads go right at the
respective antennas, of course, followed by the
suppression filters and then the combiner.

Number Two: There is no acceptable
number two in this situation.
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ANTENNA COMBINING

Ifyou are experiencing co-channel
interl'erence problems at the chosen site, read
Tech Bulletin 9301 before designingyour
antenna afiay. What follows assumes you have
no co-channel problerns worth being concerned
about; you want maximum stacked-array gain in
a single direction.

The basics.
1) Onfy stack identical anteruras; ie.,

same manufacfursr, same model/desigrr. Don't
try stacking different configuration antennas; it
will not work properly.

2) You can stack broadbanded antennas
(such as band I and 3 on one boom) but one
must ask why would you do this? When you
are considering stacking it is asumed you need
maximized srgnal gain. Any dual-band (ie., I
and III) antenna is a compromise in gain,
probably also in antenna pattem, and certainly
in antenna impedance matchine. Would you try
to stufftwo Volkswagen Beafle engines into an
engine compartment, or one Cherry V8 when
you wanted maximum vehicle performance?

Agreed, life seems much easier if when
facing a customer with weak signals you simply
put up two ofyour best all band antennas in
place of the (admitted$) more comptcated
single-bandlsingle channel antennas. There are
good reasons for not stacking broad band
antennas.

1) Spacing distance. The two antennas
must be a proper distance apart for effective
gain improvement (over one antenna). You
have at least two YHF signals; perhaps
three. The stacking distance for proper gain
addition (ie., more gain with two antennas than
with one antenna) is set by the wavelength of
each channel. See Table 32-1 here.

The proper physical distance between
two antennas for channel3 is not the proper
distance for charurel l; nor 7. So while the
antennas may be two-band the stacking
distance is single channel. Net effect? Youll
possibtv get enhanced performance on one
channel; the one where the spacing is proper.
But on the other channel(s) you could actually
end up losing sigural with incorrect
antenna-to-ante,lrna physical spacing.
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2) Best versus worst. The best
dual-band ante,nna is no match for a single
channel yagr; not on any band in any
configuration. It is possible to find
broad-banded LOG type antennas for band I,
or, band III, which have gain approaching that
of a single-channel yagi. But never better-than
a single-channel yag. So the best of dual-band
is worse than the worst of single channel
(unless of course the firm making the
single-channel realty fouls up the job).

Ifyou are still unconvinced and will
settle for second best, at the very least use Table
32-1 to select the antenna-to-anterma spacing
distance for the lowest channel in use for the
system; ie., for a channel2,4 and 7 all-channel
antema afiay) the stacking distance should be
for channel2.It is better to err in the direction
of too-wide spacing than to err by placing the
antennas too close together (and the higher the
channel number, the_ghortgr the wavelength;
ergo the closer the antenna to antenna spacing
becomes).

Now, ifyou are planning a masthead
amplifier with the stacked array, you already
know the amplifier should be at the output of
the antenna array; as close as possible to the
signal combiner which matches and joins (as in
adding signal voltages) the two antennas
together. With some areas using vertical
polarization, and others using horizontal, you
may suspect there is some magic method of
configuring two (or foru or eight) antennas to
achiwe maximized stacking gain. There is; it
is not polarization conscious. Common sense
does app$.

Horizontal polarization. This is the
oasy one because you stick up an antenna mast
and place the first antenna at the top. Then you
measure down the mast to the stacking distance
called for with Table 32-l and mount the
second antenna. With four antermas you can
keep going down the mast oryou can mount
two antennas on one mast two on another, and
then separate the two sets of two by distance
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SV in Table 32-1. Is there a preference
between stacking four antennas on the same
mast, or, stacking two on one mast and two on
an adjacent mast?

A marginal electrical performance
difference (in favour of four on one mast); a b:lg
difference if )'ou have to build and erect the
support structure for four antennas! Do the one
that is coillmon-sense easiest for you.

Electrical connections. Distance S
(clever$ the stacking distance between
antennas; a physical distance) is determined by
the operating frequency of the antenna or by
the boom length of the antenna if it measures
longer than one wavelength from end-to-end.
Using RG-6ru or RG-114J foam (please not
RG-59 in any form!) cut as many phasing lines
as you have antennas and combiners to join. All
lines will be the same length; thafs within !
mm at VFIF, 2 mm at UIIF. The actual length
of any line is up to you to,determine (as long as
you make thern all identical). By placing the
two (four) way signal combiner at the physical
centre of the affay, you can then determine
how much cable is required to reach from the
feed-point on each antenna to the combiner.
With a two-stack array, and the combiner in the
middle, the distance from one antenna to the
combiner will be the same as the distance from
the second antenna to the combiner. With a
four-stack affay, the top and bottom antennas
are firther (physical$) from the combiner than
antennas two and three. DO NOT CUT THE
LII\ES TO FIT THE DISTANCE. Measure
the longest line length (top or bottom antenna to
the combiner) and then make all four the same
length. The extra cable for the two close
antennas? Make a nice, neat coil close to the
combiner and tape the coil to the mast/tower so
it will not swing and sway in the wind exerting
pressure on the fittings of the combiner.

Thafs right; NEVER - NEVER cut_the
lines for the closer antennas to fit the distance.
You are trying to add slgnals from each
antenna in phase through the combiner. For
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each antenna to be in phase with the other
antennas, the individual antenna signal voltages
must be in phase with each other. They must
travel the same distance from each antenna to
the combiner to remain in phase and by making
the phasing-lines identical in lengttL you ensure
this will happen.

Vertical polarization. Stacking
antermas polarized vertically is more of a
mechanical challenge; all other considerations
remain the same. Since one wavelength (in free
space) at TV channel l is 6.624 metres, the
minimum distance between two identical
antennas is .75 x 6.624 or 4.968 metres (see

Table 32-l); it could be more in the case of a
tru$ long-boom yagi. This extreme distance
creates a challenge for physically mounting of
two (or more) antennas.

1) If two antennas are horizontally
spaced while remaining verticall,v polarize4
they must be in the same plane (ie., parallel to
the ground below). This suggests a support of
the correct length, in turn fastened to a tower or
mast which provides height above ground.
Keeping such an array in the air under varying
wind and climatic conditions is the challenge.

2) There is nothing taboo about spacing
the two vertically polarized antennas verticalty
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apart on a vertical mast. But the antennas at .75
wavelength spacing will now have only .25
wave free space between the longest element
tips of the adjacent antennas. This close
spacing is not-the best compromise (but it is an
acceptable situation because the boom to boom
spacing remains at .75 wavelength). kr Table
32-l here, a separate'SY distance appeaf,s.
Where possible when stacking vertically
polarized affays one_above the-other use the
wider spacing of SV to ensure optimum
stacked array performance. This situation is an
anomo$ of band I only, caused by the
extravagen8 long waves in this frequency
band. The installer should not be challenged by
band Itr (or UIIF) distance S spacings (only
1.002 metres at channel ll1' .432 metres at
charirnel2T). Note the special rule when the
antennas to be stacked exceed 1 wavelength in
lensth (ie., length of boom) at the operating
frequency; you select either distance S or SV
from Table 32-1 (for shorter boom antennas),
or, when the boom length exceeds one
wavelength you opt for a distance that is equal
to the length of the boom itself. This will
usual$ be the case for any yagr antennas with
more than 5 elements (VFf or UFIF). The
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logic behind this is that when an antenna boom
exceeds one wavelength in physical length, at
the operating frequency, the antenna's 'capture

area'is so enlarged that effective stacking-gain
only comes when the physical separation
between antennas is equal to or slightly greater
than the boom length.

Stacking bars? Some antermas sold
have aluminum rod or wire parallel phasing
lines offered; two antennas are spaced apart by
the length of the phasing bars. The concept here
is that if you place two 300 ohm antennas 1/2

apart, in parallel electrically, the
impedance of the two-stack-antenna in the
middle of the phasing bars magically repeats as
300 ohms; a match for the transmission line.
There is nothing improper with this concept
provided the antennas are relative$ small; ie.,
up to say 5 elements each. But when the
antennas become larger (such as 10 elements on
a boom) the optimum stacking distance
becomes further between antennas; too far for
proper use of standard 112 wave stackine barr.
So a pair of larger antennas (ie., more than 4 to
5 elements per antenna) employing this phasing
arrangement sacrifices optimum array€ain for
optimum impedance matching when the

STACKING ANTENNAS FOR MAXIMIZED GAIN / ASSEMBLY NOTES
Note: Ifyotn site will experience co-charurel interference, see Tech Bulletin 9301 before
proceeding.

1) When stacking use identical antennas within a stacked afiay; never different models.
2) Stacked antennas increase gain because each antenna captures signal. For two or more

antennas to add-gain whsn connected together, the signal wavefront must bs in phase at each
antenna. This means the straight-line distance from each antenna to the transmitter must be
identical.

3) To determine the physical stacking distance (ie., between identical antennas) see Table
32-1. Use Distance'$'when the antenna boom length is equal to or less than'g!il{Ayelg4g1h]
for the appropriate channel. Use the boom's actual length when the boom tength exceeds one
wavelength on that channel. Use distance'SV'if possible when antenna elemeirt tips are in the
same plane (ie., such as two or more antennas vertically stacked).

4) The diagam on page 32 shows stacking for 2 (diagram 31-A), or 4 (diagram 31-B), or 8
(diaeratn 31-C) antennas into a single array. Write about 16 or more antennas stacked.
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stacking distance is predetermined by the
physical 1/2 wave length of the phasing
barsfline. One solution is to appropriately
lengthen the phasing bars and add some phasing
bar tuning stubs; at this point it makes far more
sense to place the antennas the proper
boomlength distance apart and using a carefirlly
selected 300/75 ohm matching transformer on
each antenna, join the antennas with equal
lengths of coaxial phasing lines. For band Itr it
b_Wqrthng_rngth at a pan of 5 element yagis

stacked with phasing bars is wrlike$ to p,rovide
better performance than a single ten element
yagi for the same channel.
REAL WORLD CONSIDERATIONS

There are several. Band I long yagis are
one special problem. A ten slement yeg for
channel I (and to a lesser extent channels 2 and
3) if designed for optimum performance
approaches 15 metres in length! You won't
find one of these on your distributor shefues. In
this real world situation the practical limits to

band I
antennas are

Vpically I
elements; still
a boom
length of 4+
metres if
properly
designed (for
channel 1).
When the
number of
elements is
reduced (or
the boom
shortened),
the gain of
cormse goes
down;7.5 dB
for five
elements is a
real-world
number when
compared to
a dipole
antenna
(ie.,7.5 dBd).
Four metre
booms
(slight$ less
at channels 2
and 3) are
physicalty
manageable
but still a
challenge.
With the
natural
shortening of
wavelengths
on band Itr,
ten element
yagrs (or lsgi
which is a
combination
log [for
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bandwidthl and yagr [for gain]) will be 3.2to
3.7 metres in boom length when designed for
optimum gain. This suggests stacked arrays at
band I will pay a 3 dB penalty in realizing
maximum forw-ard gain because you are
typicalty limited to forward gain in the 7 to 7.5
dB region with the first antenna. ffier that the
2.5 dB stacking eain rule applies.

Fittings. Use only weather-tight F
connestors and outdoor devices (combiners,
filters, mastheads) that either hard-wire direct$
with coaxial cables or use F series fittings.
Belling Lee (PAL) connectors are never
adviseable in outdoor situations.

Weatherproofing all connections,
sealing element to boom screws and nuts is
especially imporfiant in coastal regions where
salt-spray quickens the pace of antenna
deterioration. Ifs not complicated; rrce a
caulking gun and good grade of silicone
caulking sealent specified for use with
aluminum and plastic parts liberally coating all
fittings, plus antenna screws, nuts and bolts
(both ends) with compound. The silicone will
harden and act as a barrier to moishue and
air-borne contaminants for as long as the
antenna stays together.
IN SIIMMARY

While not every component part
described in this Tech Bulletin is present$
New Zealand made, all are available through
Signal Master. As the realization sinks-in that
the VIIF signals we now have or announced
may well be the extent of TVs I,2 and3
coverage for the foreseeable future, consumeffi
will either resign themselves to partial reception
coverage or aerialists will offer alternatives as
described here. In Tech Bulletin 9305 we
describe simple, basic master/community
antenna techniques; systems you can duplicate
to allow 2,20 or 200 families to share a single
well-placed aerial s.ystem installed to bring in
distant TVl, 2, 3 transmitters and/or IJHF
signals which otherwise are nwer likety to be
available in a smaller community.
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ASK
COOP

Robert B. Cooper began a professional career in weak signal TV
reception in 1956 as U.S. magazine RADIO ELECTRONICS engaged
him to prepare a regular feature column on this subject. Creator of 15
books, more than 2,200 magazine articles, 'Coop'is now a resident of
New Zealand's Far North where he continues to research and write.
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. "So much of yourmaterial
deals with yagi antennas. Do you
own part of their patent?"
S.R., Christchurch

Hardly; if I did, Id have to be
much older and originate in
Japanl (The Yagt, more properly
the Yagi-Uda after its
co-inventors in 1934, was never
patented outside of Japan.) Yagis
are simply well understood basic
gain-building blocks and easy to
design around. For sheer VHF
flntr) gain nothing compares to
the LaPorte Rhombics (28+ dB
garn) or the massive Half-Bolic
quasr-parabolic arrays (3ft dB
gain at VHF; more at UIIF). Ive
rairitten extensively about both
and have in-file superb how-to'
build articles for each. You can
order a copy of either as follows:

1) LaPorte Rhombics: 15
pages, order LP00L Price $10
postage paid.

2) Half-Bolics: 25 pages;
order HB1AJ. Price $15 postage
paid

r " I've found by defeating colour
in some sets the black and white
picture can be contrast and
brightness controlled for quite
reasonable presentation. And
small black and white sets often
give the best picture in very low
signal areas. Why?"
L.8., Kaitaia

Kicking-in the colour
demodulator in some sets
automatically widens the receiver
'IF' bandwidth; more bandwidth,
more noise.Il the signal is weak,
the colour information is so
close to the noise level that noise
falsely triggers the colour CRT
'guns' creating'confetti'; the
colour equivilent ofblack and
white's 'snory'. Most receivers
will automatically kick-in colour
circuits when the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) is between 16 and
20 dB. If you can keep it from
kicking in until the signal is
nearer 25 dB SN& the quality of
the picture (although in black
and white) will usually be
superior to colour confetti.

. "I saw an installation north of
Auckland where the installer
took SKY and TAB off-air with
a fringe yagr and amplified with
a Kingray masthead. Then he ran
50 metres of RG-6,/tl over the
side of the hill and connected the
coax to another identical yagi
which he flipped to vertical. The
horizontal receive antenna could
not'see' the vertical transrnit
antenna. Down the hill some 500
metres away he installed an
identical vertically polarized
fringe yagr and Kingray. The
customer then had near-perfect
SKY and TAB through this
relay k it legal?"
A.M., Whangarei

RFS in Whangarei suggests
any IJIIF'on-channel-booste/
requires a license @adio2 Form
at RFS); levels to 10 microwatts
(e.i.r.p.) are permitted after
submission to Wellington for
approval. T89303 details these
'gadgets', by the way; and they
could offer one (approved) way,
with a license, to extend SKY,
TAB and CanterburyIIIIF
signals into terrain-shadowed
regions. Checking with RFS
Auckland brought a more
pragmatic answer; ie:

'SKY owns their frequencie s
for 2A years. (RFS) understands
SKY does this sort of thing
themselves when mabing
installations in dfficult areas. If
they don't object, we won't
either'.
Questions for Coop? Address to
R.B. Cooper, P.O. Box 330,
Mangonui, FarNorth.
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